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Preface

!

“Every child has the right to be respected”
“A child that is beaten, learns to beat. A child that is respected, learns to
respect.” (From The Right of a Child for Respect, J. Korczak*, Amsterdam, 2007)

!

“They made me sit on the floor with my hands tied behind my back. The
interrogator put a chair on my shins and sat on it. He told me: ‘Speak, and tell
what naughty things you and the others have done!’ I had to cry,” recounts a
child of 14 years. (From Room No. 4**, Utrecht, 2014).

!

Children everywhere in the world, in situations of war and in occupied areas,
often are the victims of power and powerlessness of adults, something that
expresses itself in violence. In this small book we give, in our own manner,
expression to our resistance against these violations of human rights and in
particular the rights of the child. We have visited Israel and Palestine. What we
saw and heard keeps haunting us…

!

In April 2014 a report was issued by a Dutch multi-disciplinary group of
specialists about the practices and the consequences of arrest, interrogation,
detention, and judgment of Palestinian children by the Israeli military authorities.
This report was for us another reason to draw attention again to the position of
children in Palestine, in word and in illustration. (see page 56).

!

The proceeds of this booklet are fully destined for the project Post-Trauma
Rehabilitation of the Palestinian ex Detainee Children in the West Bank, a
project to help Palestinian children to deal with their trauma, by the East
Jerusalem YMCA in Beit Sahour (see pg. 54).

!

We both have been inspired by the thoughts of Janus Korczak* (see page 55).
We hope that the thoughts and conversations which arise through the reading of
this booklet may lead to it that children in Israel, the Palestinian territories or
wherever in the world, can grow up in peace.

!

Len Munnik
Arie de Bruin
November 2015.

!

* Janusz Korczak (1878 – 1942) was a Jewish Polish pediatrician, director of an orphanage in
Warsaw, and one of the most outstanding pedagogues of the 20th century. He is considered to
be the founder of the Rights of the Child.
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** Room No. 4 is a photo-exposition about the reality of detained Palestinian children in East
Jerusalem. Room No. 4 is also the name of the interrogation room where children were
interrogated by the Israeli police.
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Play

!

Children play and run around
in that crazy idiot town
on sacred ground

!

children play to be a child
looking for the life
full of never-ending fun

!

children play at every border
children play
they stay in order

!

children play searching for themselves
not yet a man
almost twelve

!

children play behind the wall
drawing birds
with their own call

!

children dream the dream of their own
forget for a moment
their checkpoint syndrome.

!
!
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Bethlehem, April 3, 2012
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Special person

!
He has walked here once
Isa the prophet
Jesus the Messiah
or what his name may be
or what they think of him
or make
none of my business

!

Joshua
Joseph’s son
carpenter from Nazareth
who saved his neighbour

!

a special person though
who carried his own cross
with questions not understood

!

and a clear-cut wish
for a world
where justice reigns
and the mercy so divine
for the Jew and the Palestine
whereas the last
might also be the first in line.

!
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Jerusalem, March 29, 2012
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The wall

!
The wall
the wall
the wall
the wall blocks
shocks
hurts

!

the wall
the wall
the wall
the wall makes angry
spreads hatred
betrays

!

the wall
rips up
mutilates
bewilders
and blinds,
wounds

!

the wall
the wall
the wall
cuts my soul
I cry
I kneel

!

the wall
the wall
the wall
confuses
tears my heart
apart

!
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Bethlehem, April 2, 2012
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Gone

!
Maria breast-fed him here
changed his nappy too
maybe some milk was spoilt
she might have lived here as well

!

the shepherds came to visit
so does an old story tell
all the world runs off
with Jesus and that book

!

with thousands a long row
for a glance in the cave
he is not here, not with us
it’s not a place for god

!

three churches now surround the place
to struggle for respect
he quickly flees from Bethlehem
to go to the desert again

!

but at a checkpoint he gets jammed
he misses heavenly proof
the soldier that washes his hands
obstructs his final trip.

!
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Bethlehem, April 2, 2012
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Gethsemane

!
He was sitting here
with cold sweat on his head
many times he had
promised them a kingdom

!

they were lying farther away
snoring and sleeping
and he was kneeling down
to collect some courage

!

how can love be glorious here
you may make up a kingdom once
but what is stronger than evil
when love turns
into hatred

!

now he wets his pants
totally upset
today his donkey won’t pass the wall
for little Isa, a born Palestine
is not allowed to be here at all.

!
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Dance

!

Children here are playing peace
why not all the time
why are there walls, checkpoints
why do people discriminate?

!

Are there two types of love
are there two types of hatred
and at both sides a god
crucified with barbed wire?

!

But when children start playing
you want to join them in the street
you want to laugh, jump
dare to be a child again.

!

Let children play again
soldiers join them too
rifles become flowers
we dance on water.

!
!
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Bethlehem, April 3, 2012
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Future

!
You are at school
doing your level best
you’re doing fine
with great success

!

develop yourself
you learn for your land
you learn for the desert
for stone and for sand

!

you are at school
your life is laughing
you’re hoping for later
your future is waiting

!

behind the wall
where can you go
you’re hoping for a job
but there’s none at all.

!
!
!
!
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Visit to a secondary school in Bethlehem, April 3, 2012
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In one day

!
In one day he stood there
besieged her house
besieged her heart
her child
her man
the greater part

!

In one day he stood there
seized her throat
strangled her heart
her child
her man
the greater part

!

In one day he stood there
straight across the street
buried alive in concrete
her sun
her heart
the greater part.

!

One day she’ll stand there
one hour for all
straight through the wall
she’ll overcome
heart
for all parts.

!

Bethlehem, April 3, 2012.
This was written in the house of Claire Anastas. Her house is three-quarters surrounded by the
wall in Bethlehem. A watchtower 2 meters away, with a soldier with a machine gun that looks in
her room 24 hours a day. On the back side is a balcony that directly borders the wall. The family
is strictly forbidden to stand on that balcony. Claire has admirable courage and refuses to leave.
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Twisted

!
What you straighten
we make it twisted
that’s why the wall is round the back

!

straight through your garden
straight through your home
straight through your land
through your mind

!

straight through your ground
straight through the covenant
ever given to Abraham

!
!
!
!
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whoever straightens what is bent?

The wall makes many turns straight through the heart of Bethlehem, April 3, 2012
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Back

!
Demolish the wall
break it down
give to all
God gave to us

!

then go back
key in your hand
with broken back
to the lost land.

!

Demolish the wall
smash it to pieces
and then return
come home again

!

leave the ghetto
run away from the camp
break out
of this dead-end disaster

!

then go back
key in your hand
with straightened back
to the promised land.

!
!

Bethlehem, April 3, 2012
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Pebbles

!
He still knows
how he threw pebbles himself
as a boy of almost twelve
he played little David
and threw pebbles around
and later became king
maybe.

!

Now he is Goliath
armed with weapons
and sees a boy of almost twelve

!

who throws the pebbles
for the craving peace
which he might probably
never see.

!
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Break them down with love

!
Why peace cannot be rooted here
in spite of the turtle dove
that brought its branch

!

why sow terror instead of sweet enjoyment
and bitter hatred
while love is waiting?

!

Walk seven times around the walls of Flood
and break them down with love.

!

How long will this injustice last
before the devil will die in a blast?

!
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Satisfied

!
Dewdrops drench
the silence of shalom
life invites to lust
and a dream
of calm
before the storm of peace

!

God saw
and see: it was very good
he was satisfied

!

the flowers bloom in the field
the birds sing
right through the force of throbbing engines

!

a helicopter rattles
to the town
where Jesus was born

!

disregard (on the spot)
the difference of mine and thine
and sow the hatred
in many a Palestine.

!
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In the morning I would walk alone in the woods by New Shalom, April 4, 2012
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A different sort

!
They are of a different sort
they are not being heard
their olive trees cut down
their land snapped up
their rights treaded on
further and further caught up

!

they are of a different sort
they are not being heard
a wall has to surround them
to enter through a gate
searching one by one
and slowly overboard

!

they are of a different sort
they are not being heard
they do not come from far
they are not someone’s guest
they’ve lived here from way back
powerlessly surprised.

!
!
!
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Jerusalem, April 4, 2012
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Small people

!
Children
from everywhere
small people like we are
caught in a lottery
a small Iraky, a young Afghan
from Syria
from Gaza
or wherever from

!

from Rwanda
from Uganda
from Lithuania this time
it doesn’t matter
when or where

!

children
are always front row
caught in a rage
of people like you and me
a small Jew, a young Palestine
from Damascus
from the desert
or wherever it may be

!

from Bhutan
from Sudan
or Bethlehem this time
it doesn’t matter
when or where.

!

!
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Blessed

!
Blessed are the tourists
they come by crowded buses
to kiss his thoughts
to come and watch in swarms

!

to compare themselves
with the poor of the earth
to think about the value
of their belongings
of their cold and chilly things
to get loosened even further.

!

Blessed are the tourists
who are selling everything
dare to walk on the water
to the Palestinian side
with a stuck out hand
and a childish laugh
within seven weeks or less
break down all the walls.

!

All those hearts around the lake
hope for a revolutionary break.

!
!
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We fight

!
We fight against children
an army of kids
their toys are their weapons
they are still young and fit

!

we fight against lads
of ten or hardly twelve
and who is the boss here
we’ll see ourselves

!

we fight against the young
we scare them terribly
then they’ll never dare
their whole life long….

!

we fight against lads
their tears we don’t see
they must not throw around
on military ground

!

we fight against children
following a protocol
we do it for security
and not for fun at all.

!
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“A former Israeli soldier declared that young Israelis, during their military training preceding their
conscription, are drilled to see Palestinians, including Palestinian children, as an enemy and
potential terrorist, and not to shun violence against them. This can also be inferred from
statements from other former Israeli soldiers that are collected and bundled in the reports of the
Israeli non-governmental organization Breaking the Silence.” (From Report on Palestinian
Children and Military Detention, April 2014)
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Desire

!
We give you the desire of a world
we give you the desire of a time
where every child is being chosen
where every child is just a human
where loving is just normal
where every baby is so special.

!

We give you the desire of a life
we give you the desire of a time
where right is not half or bent
where childhood is still valuable
where who you are is never asked for
because you live and there’s a task for.

!

We give you the desire of a world
we give you the desire of a time
where respect is just a right
where being small is not a fight
where who you are is being there
where being together is simply here.

!

We give you the desire of a world
we give you the desire of a time
where a birch is just a birch
a birch a birch, an oak an oak
where small and tall are simply equal
where every child is always chosen
cause every child is just a person.

!

“We give you all only one thing: the desire for a better life, which now does not yet exist, but
that one day will exist, a life in truth and justice. “ [From the departing letter that Janusz Korczak
gave to children who left the orphanage when reaching the age of14]
“Let’s assume that we want to make a poetic birch from a strong young oak, or a robust oak from
a fragile birch. We begin to trim, saw, break, bend – until the tree dies. No, we would never
make such a ridiculous mistake with a tree, but we do it with a child.” [From The right of the
child for respect, J. Korczak, Amsterdam, 2007]
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Sometimes

!
Sometimes life is so beautiful
when you’re allowed every day
when you can go
when you may go

!

when your name is being known
when you are who you are
sometimes it’s reality
living with rights.

!
!
!

“Every child has the right to be respected.
Every child has the right to be who he is.”
[From The right of the child for respect, J.Korczak, Amsterdam 2007]
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!
This road

!

You are not allowed here on this road
you must not be here in this street

!

this road is only in your dreams
deceit is always here around

!

you must not play on this very road
you’re not allowed to be a child

!

from now on we give orders here
no playing field is here for you

!

if you run here we will chase you
and if your foot crosses the line

!

you will later gasp for breath
we will not water the wine

!

this road is only in your dreams
behind the wall is your domain

!

you’re not allowed here on this road
you have no right to be a child.

!
!
!

Most Palestinian children who are arrested by the Israeli military authorities in the West Bank are
suspected of throwing stones in the direction of (vehicles of) Israeli soldiers or colonists. Such
incidents mostly take place at so-called “friction spots”, such as along traffic roads which are
used by many Israeli colonists and soldiers (and to which Palestinians are denied access), around
settlements of colonists and at military checkpoints. (From Report on Palestinian Children and
Military Detention, April 2014).
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At night

!

At night
they came
they screamed
they kicked
at night they took you away

!

at night
they slapped
they punched
they dragged
you had no idea at night

!

at night
they fastened
they kicked
they roared
blindfolded in jail

!

at night
they shoved
they cursed
they swore
you were so scared at night.

!

At night
they come
again and again
that child
all your life at night.

!

United Nations reports confirm that during arrests there is systematic and severe violence against
Palestinian children by Israeli soldiers. In 2013 the UN Committee of Children Rights expressed its serious
concerns about the practices of arrests of the Israeli military in which Palestinian children are systematically
subjected to humiliating treatment and even subjected to actions that the Committee considers torture.
The Committee called upon the Israeli authorities to cease these practices as soon as possible. (From
Report Palestinian children and Military Detention, April 2014).
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Jusuf and Mirjam

!
Jusuf loves Mirjam
shame
shame
shame
straight through thick walls
between concrete skins

!

Jusuf loves Mirjam
shame
shame
shame
straight through crazy walls
bonds of love do kiss

!

Mirjam loves Jusuf
shame
shame
shame
straight through all the shame
they follow their call

!

Jusuf loves Mirjam
shame
shame
shame
they break down all the walls
and set fire to their love.

!
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Jealous

!
Jealous
of the crows
that fly away screeching
grabbing a piece of bread in the flight
to the side
where you are not allowed to come
of which you only can dream

!

you are watching
its flight
and throw a pebble in the air
to the bird
with its wings
that lives around as well.

!
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White gravel

!
Sometimes
when the sun shines
it is hot
I think of you
with white neon light in your cell
cold sweat on your skin

!

too bad
you don’t know
you don’t know me
you miss my sun

!

I would like
if possible
to protect you
as my child
heading forward

!

too bad
you don’t know
you are not here
my sun shines
on white gravel
a pebble
that I find.

!
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“Based on information that the expert group received, it was found that Israeli military
authorities do not apply restraint in the pre-detention of Palestinian children. Few children who
are prosecuted are allowed to wait for the trial in freedom. Various reports of children and
human rights organizations indicate that a court review of detention does not in practice lead to
Palestinian children being allowed to wait for their trial in (conditional) freedom. The vast
majority of the children are denied the chance to be released on bail and are held in detention
pending their trial.” (From Report of Palestinian Children and Military Detention, April 2014].
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Gotcha

!
You can never say
you didn’t know,
you’ve been there
you’ve stood there

!

you can never say
you didn’t know,
you’ve seen it
you’ve shed a tear

!

you can never say
you didn’t know,
you were near the wall
you’ve heard it
you felt the fire
you saw how insane
the law of the jungle treads on love
kidnaps people
cuts down olive trees
crushes houses,
captures land
strangles children and smothers women

!

you can never say
you didn’t know,
you’ve felt it
you’ve stood there

!

you can never say
you didn’t know,
you’ve cried there…
what did you do?
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Laatste bladzijden: moeten nog vertaald en geactualiseerd worden.
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